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^atesTeam Wins National Honors In Recorded Debates;
ive Awards; April 22 Chapel Will Honor Team
By Dick Nair

Kumekawa Heads List
Of Ivy Day Speakers
At the brief meeting of the junior
class held Monday, April 11, after
chapel, ballots were cast for participants in tt-.e Ivy Day exercLes.
Those elected were the following:
Main speaker, Glenn Kumekawa;
toastmaster, George M. Gamble;
toast to faculty, Sylvia L. Stuber:
toast to seniors, Hugh B. Penney;
toast to coeds, Milton E. Henderson; toast to men, Lois Keniston;

and class marshal, Robert E. Jones.
April 30 is the deadline for al'
those wishing to submit an Ivy Day
ode.
These should be given to
George Gamble in 302 Smith North.
A simple but effective design for
the Ivy Day plaque is needed. This
design may be used on the Ivy Day
program cover. All entries should
be submitted to Nancy NortonTaylor as soon as possible.

Stu-G Board Approves Amalgamation Plans
With Suggestions; Installs Officers At Banquet
The Student Government Board
met Tuesday and Thursday evenings last week to discuss the plan
for Amalgamation recently presented by the Amalgamation Commit
Six Bates students attended the tee. The board approved the plan
with recommendations to the comi Stringfellow, retiring president, reads oath of office to new Student Council at installation ceremonies first session of the Great Books
mittee.
leadership
classes
at
Portland
Jun[Wednesday. Left to right: Stringfellow, William Perham, president, Robert Wade, William Dill, Dana
ior
College
last
Thursday.
They
Under the direction of Marcii
, sec-treas., Richard Scott, Prescott Harris, Robert Corish vice-pres., Arthur Koenig, William Norris.
were Richard Weber, Jean Schultz, Pcnnhnan, plans were made for the
leanne Klein, Hugh Penney, Lois old board-new board banquet to beKeniston, and Helen Rankin. The held this evening in the Women1 ■;
meeting was the first of an unspeci- Union. Reports of the year's wor1fied number of meetings aimed at will be made at this time. Helen
training people to bring out the Papaioanou,
outgoing
president,
thoughts of others in these clubs, will install president-elect Rae Wal
the type of leadership taught by the cott.
on an issue and it happens that the
By Bob Foster
Foundation. Gordon Dupee, regiont Helen announced that the Woml"T'pi> is really a
momentous problem is not solved, we consider
al director of the Great Books en's Union smoking rooms are
rent The dynasty of William the it still an open issue." He pointed
Foundation, will conduct this sem- open for co-ed studying with permis
^1 ha? given way to the dynasty specifically to the Commons and
inar.
sion of Mrs. Kiersted. The recreWilliam the second. Long live the freschmen rules problems.
Mr. Fairfield, who organized the ation rooms will be open until 10:45
kBgF'
"It is both a good and a bad
The CA is sponsoring a new inno- first great books club in Maine at p. m for co-ed entertaining unless
[Such ;eas the comment of Dean thing to have so many new men vation by arranging for an Easter
Lewiston, reported enthusiastically otherwise posted.
■ lullowing the installation of elected to the Council this year." sunrise service for students and
in favor of the club. He started his
new Student
Council lasi said Stringfellow. In view of the townspeople on Mount David at 7
club here two years a?o with eight more than 50.000 adults in over 300
fr-day evening in the Chase Hall fact that only two of the nine to be o'clock, Sunday morning.
members, and it has now expanded cities throughout the nation partici■ge. Mr. Rowe addressed the sworn in had previous experience
pating in the clubs. This leadership
A committee composed of Fran- to twenty-four, including many
p: old-new Council meeting in his on the Council, he said that both he
ces Curry, John Sutcliffe, and Pris- the wives of Sampsonville. He said training institute, which was outlined
as senior advisor.
and William Perham. former sec- cilla King, appointed by the Faith that they wanted more to talk abcut last Thursday at Portland is for the
Bids Retiring Council
retary-treasurer, would submit de- Commission, asks that the students than doing dishes. It was partially purpose of enlarging the programs
Pointing out that Stu-C will be tailed reports of the Council's work
meet at the foot of the mountaii. through his efforts that th^ group in cities .-.-here it now is located,
|years old next spring, the veter- during the past year.
and ascend in a group.
at Portland was organized.
and extending it to communities
i dean of faculty said that since
Perham Cites Problems
The leaders of the service will be
At the present time there are where interest is held.
! war the council has more and
After the ceremony President George Gamble and Hugh Penney.
lire come into its own as an efWilliam Perham reiterattd the sent- Following the service, there will be
five organization. "I don't think iment he expressed three weeks ago
a coed breakfast at Rand and Comire has been any year." he said, on learning of his election. "I want
mons at 8:00 a. m. Students should
the Council has met more the new Council to continue thj
sign up at Rand or Chase by WedMarly and its members have put record of independence, competence,
nesday if they wish to attend breakniture, luggage, dry cleaning, books,
By BUI Dill
sre time into their work than this and persistence which has disfast.
A'
thorough
study
of
local
condiand
meals in Boston; the New Jerpjasi passed."
tinguished Stu-C during the pas*
The service will be held in chapel tions made by Genie Rollins and sey area (Jersy City New Bruns» coed college cannot lie suc- year," he said.
at the same time if it should rain. William Paradis and consultations wick, and Montclair); Philadelphia,
BM," he said, "without an effecPerham
cited
amalgamator,
with Dean Rowe have shown that Bethelehem, Pa.; Buffalo; Detroit;
i program organized by and for
freshman rules, and the mayoralty
the Purchase Card System of the Chicago; and Minneapolis. In addiptn."
campaign as the Council's three
National Student Association cannot tion the PCS will soon be operating
Hr. Rowe concluded his talk with
major problems this spring.
be set up in the Lewiston-Auburn in Western Massachusetts, New
arks on the delegated powers,
The remainder of the meeting
area. Instead the NSA committee York City, Washington, D. C, State
Itfsentative duties, and disciplinafter
Mr.
Rowe's
talk
was
devoted
to
will publicize a list of local stores College, Pa., and other more distanc
iunction.o of
the
Student
which now grant discounts to Bates cities. Detailed arrangements for
general discussion of problems with
sol
"'Swing your partners one and all
students and will sell Purchase obtaining Purchase Cards will be
which Stu-C must deal this spring.
[fellow Swansong
and promenade the hall'" Richard
Smokers,
the
Campus
Chest
snarlCards, which can be used to obtain printed in the STUDENT and posttie new Council was SA'orn into
Packard briskly gave the calls and
discounts
in stores in such cities as ed on the bulletin boards within a
up.
and
the
delay
by
the.Women'.:
by William Stringfellow, retapped his" foot as members of the
Boston, Philadelphia, and Jersey week or two.
Student
Government
in
passing
on
">g president. In his concluding
faculty merrily went through the
Boston stores which grant disamalgamation were subjects conCity, to Bates students.
are the ceremony Stringsteps of Dip and Dive or the Vircounts
to Purchase Card holders
The main reason that the Purw told the group. "If we are sidered. •
ginia Reel at the faculty square
are
listed
below and lists of stores
Prominent in the discussion was dancing party in the Women's chase Card System is not economic"petent ourselves, we have a
in the other .cities -may be obtained
ally
practical
locally
is
that
Bates
the
urging
of
the
new
council
by
an
to expect others to be comLocker Building last Thurselay evefrom Genie Rollins in Wilson
ment."
outgoing member to again bring ning. When Packard stopped for a is too small. Merchants expect a
(Continued on page four)
larger
volume
of
business
in
return
[It has been our policy," he said, the previously ill-fated coed smok- rest, records called the squares.
king for the retiring Council. er proposal to a satisfactory con- Several students and their guests for granting discounts. The NSA
Vtvhen we take an honest stand clusion.
from neighboring colleges also at- committee faced the dilemna of creating ill will between the merchants
tended.
The success of the first square and the college either by signing
contracts with only one or two
dancing party warranted scheduling
The CA Devotional Fellowa second square dance tomorrow stores in each field (thus increasing
ship
will provide a special halftheir trade at the expense of other
evening. Miss Rowe will be on hand
hour Maundy Thursday service
establishments which have not been
tan McCurdy and Anne Blais- their assignments are Jean Johnson. to guide those who go astray.
8:30 p. m. tomorrow in the
offered contracts) or by signing
fll have been appointed make-ur. Christian Association, and Raymond
chapel. All students are invited.
contracts with too many stores in
P'or and associate news editor Scnm-tt. assembly and chapel proThere will be selected readeach field (thus giving none of
*« STUDENT. Editor-in-Chief grams.
ings by William Dill, Carol
them adequate return for their con*«■! Foster announced last week. Assistant News Editors
Hollingsworth,
and
Arthur
cessions). The local mercantile
Nniund Bashista and Jean ,McA- assistant news editor, Bashita
Thurber. Ruth Klawunn will
groups already cooperate with the
*>on were named assistant news has charge of administration news
render a vocal solo, and Mar•'If we put out a good newspaper, college in many ways. As Dean
*°fi. Laurence Birns, Edith Per- coverage For two years he has
jorie Nickerson will play a vioRowe
pointed
out:
"Scene
contribFi, and Jane Seaman will serve been a reporter assigned to Student we have a right to expect others to
lin solo.
ute each vear to our Maine Scholbe
equally
competent
on
their
cam'• -'.ants to the business man- Council activities.
Carol, Ruth, and Thurber are
arship
Fund
.
.
.
They
are
generous
Jean McKinnon is managing cov- pus jobs," Editor-in-Chief Robert
in charge of plans for the serin
advertising
in
our
campus
publi1
erage of all club activities. She hat Foster told more than 30 old and
Make-Up Editor
vice.
cations". Both of these are pnmanlv
[Make-Up Editor Joan McCurdy servd as a reporter during this, her new STUDENT staff members at 3
investments
in
good
will.
meeting held Friday night.
spent two years on the STU- freshman year,
Many local businessmen now
E
Foster's talk, in which he urged
Melissa
Meigs
will
continue
to
be*T staff as reporter and makegrant discounts to Bates students.
as
' Mstant. She has also been act- in charge of music and class news effort toward publishing the best \ list of these stores will be pubWed., April 13: Stu-G Old an: m
college weekly in New England,
New Party, Women's Union, 5:30.
publicity work for the Chris- coverage.
lished in the STUDENT soon.
highlighted the meeting, which also
P Association and the Class o:
Thurs., April 14: Devotional FelThe NSA committees alternate
included talks by Florence Lindlowship
Service, Chapel, 8:30-9:30.
A native of Wellesley Hills,
plan is to sell Purchase Cards to
s
quist. managing editor, and Charles
Faculty
Square
Dance Group, 7:30- Joan served as feature editor
those students who can use them
ar
Clark, news editor.
9:30, Women's Locker BWg. Lambt editor of student publicaat
home.
The
card,
which
costs
one
s
Florence, who has charge of the
while in high school.
dollar, entitles the holder to dis- da Alpha, Women's Union, 5-7. Ball
s
technical
operation of the newspaA
mixed
chorus
of
Bates
students
& Chain Cake Sale, Chase Hall
associate news editor, Anne
counts of from five to forty per
*,&<le1I has charge of debating. under the direction of Mr. Waring per, introduced the other members cent in stores which cooperate with Basement, 4-6.
Ce
Fri., April 15: Freshman Class
. and publications news cov- provided musical entertainment for of the staff and explained the duties the NSA plan in any of the sixteen
"***■ A freshman this- year, she the Lewisron-Auburn Cates Alumni of each. Clark directed his remarks areas now served or soon to be Meeting, Chapel, 9:05-9:30.
served as reporter, proofreader, Meeting held at the YMCA in Au- to the reporters and members of the served by the system. Students who
Sun., April 17: CA Sunrise Serr head-writer. Anne, whose home burn Monday. Selections chosen news staff, announcing that report- hold Purchase Cards can now ob- vice, Mount David, 7-8 a. m.
fues., April 19: CA Monthly
,at Waban, Mass., was editor of were Pop Concert numbers and an ers "in good standing" will be fist- tain discounts on such merchandise
P hashing Academy newspaper arrangement of Bates Songs which ed on the masthead next fall. He as radios, records, clothes, flowers, Meeting MacFarlane Record Con*' year.
included the Alma Mater, The Bob- also introduced the associate news photographs, watches, jewelry, fur cert, Lfebey, 8-9 p. tn.
0th tr associate news- editors and cat, and The Smoker.
editors and news assistants.

Six Join Class
In Great Books

few Student Council Takes Over;
>ean Rowe Lauds Retiring Group

CA Sponsors Mt. David
Easter Morning Service

Paradis, Rollins Find NSA Purchase Card Plan
Impractical In LA; Adopt Alternative Plan

Barn Dances Make
W With Faculty

CA Gives Maundy
Thursday Program

itudent Editor Announces Final
Xppointments To Editorial Staff

Foster Outlines Plans
At 'Student' Meeting

Calendar

Bates Choir Sings At
LA Alumni Meeting

Mr. Waring Resigns To
Instruct At Wellesley
Mr. Peter Waring, Bates music
instructor, announced last week his
resignation from the faculty, effective in June. Next fall he will begin
his new duties as choir director, organist, and lecturer in music al
Wellesley College.

Prof. Brooks Quimby has announced that awards will be
presented to the Bates debating team which went undefeated
in the national recorded debate tournament of last fall. A special chapel ceremony in honor of the debaters has been scheduled for Friday, April 22.
Word has been received from the speech department of
Texas Christian .University which conducted the tournament,
that appropriate awards are now being engraved by a jeweler

and will be forwarded to the Bates Debate Council.
Eleven Teams Began Tourney
Sixteen of the highest ranking de- Teams Participating Represented
hate teams of 1948, as a result of
Augustana College of Rock Islthe West Point national tourney, and. 111.; Bates; Coe College ot"
were invited to participate in the Cedar Rapids. Iowa; DePauw Unirecorded debate series sponsored bj versity of Greencastle, Ind.: PurTexas Christian. Eleven teams be- due University of Lafayette, Ind.;
gan the tourney last November.
St. Olaf College of Northfield,
The proposition for the debates Minn.; Texas Christian University
was the national inter-collegiate of Fort Worth, Texas; University
topic for this year: "Federal Aid to of Alabama of Tuscaloosa. Ala; UniEducation" The Bates affirmative veisity of Southern California of
team of Frank Chapman and Will- Los Angeles, Calif; University of
iam Stringfellow won their debates Wichita of Wichita, Kans. and
from Southern California, Coe Col- Wake Forest. N. C. Bates was the
lege, and Augustana.
only college to win all of its deThe Bates negative team ot bates and remain undefeated in the
Charles Radcliffe and Richard Mc- tourney.
,
Mahon won their decisions from 24 Hours To Answer
Each team recorded its first
Depauw. St. Olaf, and Wichita. The
Bates-Augustana debate has been speech and sent it to the opposing
selected by the tourney manage- team, which had 24 hours to play
ment as the best debate of the se- the recording and answer it. This
ries and will be transcribed and continued until the debate was conMr. Peter Waring
published in the Debaters Magazine cluded. Then all the recordings were
Mr. Waring also intends to begin as a model debate.
(Continued on page four)
study for his doctorate in music at
the School of Sacred Music. Union
Theological Seminary, in the summer of 1950.
Concerning his resignation, the
young music instructor said, "It
isn't easy to leave . . . I've really
Names pf eleven commission and men will meet with the incumbent
enjoyed my work among the stuand committee chairmen for the CA cabinet this evening in the first
dents and faculty here."
Mr Waring, or "Pete" as he is coming year were announced today of three joint bid-new cabinet conferences. The new chairmen, togeaffectionately known by students by the Christian Association.
ther with the four CA officers electNew
commission
heads
will
be
and faculty alike, joined the Bates
ed before vacation, will take over
Patricia
Cartwright,
Social:
Franfaculty in the fall of 1947. He has
been teaching courses in elemen- ces Curry. Faith; Arthur Darken their full duties after an installation
tary theory and composition, music Public Affairs; Stephen Gilbert. ceremony April 30, part of the an
appreciation, and the history of Personal Relations; Irene Ming, nual cabinet retreat program.
CA officers-elect are Glenn Kummusic. Aside from his teaching du- Campus Service; Jean McLeod,
ties, he has directed the college Publicity; Barbara Spring, Commu ekawa, president; Margaret Moulton, vice-president; Ruth Fehlau.
choral groups and the orchestra and nity Service.
secretary; John Sutcliffe, treasurer.
Hugh
Penney
will
head
the
has been organist for chapel proplanning committee for next year's They, the incumbent officers, and
grams.
Mr. Waring took his pre-college Religious Emphasis Week. Michael Dr. Painter, CA. advisor, made the
training at the Kingsley School, Es- Stephanian will serve as chairman decisions on the appointments ansex Falls. N. J., and was graduated of the CA Freshman Committee. nounced today.
Robert Foster, Mary Gibbs, Pain 1935. In 1939 he completed his George Cory will replace Penney as
undergraduate work in music at chairman of deputations, within the tricia Snell, and William StringfelHarvard University. While there he Faith Commission. George Gamble low. as officers in the intercollegiate
also studied piano at the Longy has been appointed CA representa- Student Christian Movement, will
School of Music. He studied organ tive to next year's Campus Chest continue to serve on the cabinet until their terms of office expire in
under W. Lawrence Curry at Beav- Committee.
The eleven newly appointed chair- June.
er College, Jenkintown, Pa., during

Cartwright, Curry, Darken, Gilbert,
Ming, NcLeod, Spring Head CA Work

the spring of 1946. Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
granted him the degree of master of
arts in music in June, 1947. H«
continued his work in organ under
Lawrence Apgar, now head of the
department of music at Western
College for Women, Oxford, Ohio.
After receiving his A.B. degree
from Harvard, he made a six-week
European tour, visiting England.
Scotland, Holland, and France. In
the early part of 1942 he entered
the army, achieving the rank of captain in the infantry prior to his discharge in March, 1946. He was communications officer and a company
commander. His service record includes five months of foreign duty,
carrying out assignments at Oahr
in the Hawaiian Island's and at
Manila and Luzon in the Philippines.

Students Plan NSA
Course Evaluation
A special NSA committee has begun work on detailed plans for a
course rating system, to be put into
operation at the end of the present
semester. Elizabeth Burns, Robert
Dunn, Raymond Moore, and Mariorie Nickerson are wo-l-hi;; with
Mr. Wait of the biolcgy department
to devise a questiounaiie. This
would enable students to evaluate
various aspects of each of their
courses at the end of each semester.
This method of recording student
opinion on text books, lectures, and
instructors is being used successfully in many schools, according to
William Dill of the NSA committee
The committee is trying, with the
approval of the two student governments and the administration, to develop from the experiences of other
colleges a program suitable for
Bates.

Citizen's Organization
Committee Picks Prexy
Pres. Phillips has accepted appointment to a non-partisan Citizen's Committee on Reorganization
of the Government. This Committee
has been organized to urge adoption
of the major recommendations of
the Hoover Commission.

CA Cabinet Plans
Fireside Gathering
At the Christian
Association
Cabinet meeting Wednesday night,
plans were made for the fireside
meeting next Tuesday evening at
Chase Hall.

"What A Student Should Get Out
of College" is the subject for a
panel discussion which will be led
by Dr.Myhrman. Prof. Berkeknan,
and Prof. Bortner.
Sylvia Stuber is in charge of the
committee arranging the meeting
Refreshments will be served.
The Cabinet also discussed plans
for its annual weekend retreat
April 30 and May 1. Reports on the
year's activities will be presented by
It is the function of the Citizen's retiring chairmen and general plans
Committee to urge adoption of the made for the coming year.
Commission's recommendations nov
being studied by Congress, through
the spread of general information as
to their significance.
The Hoover Commission was established sometime ago to study all
aspects of governmental operations.
Since its establishment it has turned
in several reports, some of which
call for substantial reorganization
of government functions. Through
its recommendations the Commission hopes to reduce substantially
the cost of operating the government.

Career Conference
Russell H. Leonard, president of
the Pepperell Manufacturing Co.,
was the speaker at a career conference luncheon yesterday for seniors
interested in this branch of industry.
The luncheon was held in the private dining room at Rand Hall.
Mr. Leonard graduated from Harvard University in 1910 and has
been president of Pepperell since
1924. He was one of the first New
England industrialists to irrge the
establishment of health clinics it.
industrial plants.
The luncheon was one of a series
planned to bring outstanding men
of particular fields to the campus to
talk to the students informally and
outline the opportunities for placement.

RobinsonsMake
NominationsFor
New Officers

Officers of the Robinson Players
were nominated for the coming yeai
at a meeting held Tuesday evening,
April 5. Lawrence Cannon, Robert
Hobbs, and Norm Smith were nominated for the presidency. Thelma
Hardy and Martha Rayder are candidates for secretary-treasurer.
Julius Caesar was the subject of a
speech given by Prof. Berkelman.
He discussed productions which he
had seen, concentrating especially on
the Orson Wells adaptation.
A committee was appointed to
discuss an outing to be held in May.
The announcement was made that
the tuition money, refunded by the
college to Mr.'and Mrs. Dempsey,
had been donated to the Robinson
Players, who plan to purchase new
lights with it.
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Bates Abroad Is Summer Keynote; Pete*
Twelve Students Cross To Europe

PcnuAoU

Spring is sprung,
The grass is riz,
I wonder how dry
Mount David is - - -

Egyptian Culture-Y6s
With Little Heritage

in turn, providing ,hcy.ve
By Anza Blaisdell
and Geneva. While in Holland with
A9 yes - - - warm weather has
PLEASE join the Pyramid Club! least a year of debating, :.
a group of 15 U. S. students and 10
two more into it and the r ''"!
set in to enfeeble our brains, and
'•What, and blow a leaf of the
European students she will travel to
everyone has discarded winter coat* most restful shade of green in the on, until 2048 perssons ha ve
Arnheim and The Hague.
trihuted and there ;
'-:.
for corduroy jackets, etc
snow world !" returns the skeptic.
nun,ei
On the Tii-Nation Tour, Midge flurries are expected tomorrow - little clubs each boasti
Yes, it seems that frantic enthti
ng 15
bers. Phew! Clear a* mud' '
will be in Holland seeing Amster- along with six new pneumonia
siasts have finally descended on us
dam, Arnheim and The Hague. cases - - Ordinarily it takes 12 dIt took several months for the wild
While in England, the tour includes
ing
like mad while the'f
Many, many things went on this fever that has scourged the countrv
London sights—Westminster school
mounts before the pay 0|j , [*1
vacation besides nobody catchini; to attack us, but not even Bates is
Variety Of Trips
Geffrye Museum, Law Court9, and
Some Work Included
up on the sleep he promised him- immune. The Pyramid Club has hit. but one of the Ma,.ac>H
Most of the countries erf Europe
Nancy plans to be a part of the Cambridge and Strarford-on-Avon.
self - - - among the officially enReports have it that hardly an schools began a 25c club shirk*!
and the British Isles will toe visited British Harvest Camps which is a In France she will see Grenoble,
gaged are: Joy Gilman to Al Dun-, institute of higher learning in NE off $512 the first day. HarvarJH
■by Bates stuJents, some with organ- group of 100 students who will work Annecy, Cham'bery. and in Paris the
ham. Nancy Johnson to Ralph has not been swept over. Our imag dies turned an ingenious tV<
ized study tours, others who are together with the British Land tour includes Notre Dame, Sainte
Schultz. Bobbie Middleton, and inative citizens take to Egyptian coupling it with liquids, wlii ••„'"' M
traveling independently. U. S. Na- Aimy for four weeks and will have Chapelle, the Sorbonne, Pantheon,
have put some in a
Tom Morgan - - - our sincerest bes: culture like they never picked up
"PPJ frame (I
tional Student Association offers the the rest of the time free for inde- and the Louvre.
mind.
wishes
and
congratulations
to
them
Cultural Heritage.
widest choice of student travel with pendent travel.
Peg Stewart will be traveling
Came From West
all - We first got wind of the fad at
trips ranging from work projects
Rae is taking part in the Holland, with the Beaver College Summer
Frisco is to blame, but kept ' •
Have
you
see
Lois
Foster
glidinr;
the
Hobby
Shoppe,
where
the
waiin one country to an International Switzerland and Italy tour. Fron- School which sponsors a travel
in a very present- tresses want us to pay a dollar for check for barely
Study Tour which includes 10 days July 13 to July 31 she will be in 9tudy tour of western Europe. The.i around lately
able car - - seems that her parents doughnuts now. We just laughed \ nation's gambler, forsook
in Belgium. England, France, Italy, Italy seeing Sorrento, Naples, Salertheir
will leave early in June and the first gave her a graduation present early
Austria and Switzerland. Mary Lou no, Rome, Florence, Venice, and slop is in Ireland. After six days
But when members of our austere bookies for this new form oi entertainment.
pretty
nice,
we
say
Dttda and Arnold Alpcrstein are' Milan. Lectures, discussions, visits in Ireland she will spend four days
facu'ty arc selling the product, one
Prexy and son have been prac- finds it necessary to sit up and take
For some reason, our qui^
signed up for these trips.
to sites of importance for the study in Scotland. Glasgow, and Edinticing up for the big leagues of lats
hasn't
been too "■eceptivt %
, NSA trips are perhaps the most of history.'art and architecture of burgh. A week will be spent in Lonnotice.
in the back yard - - - much to the
scholars seem to prefer
economical trips and stress the Italy are included.
don, Canterbury and Dover. The
It seems that there are two side
oeril of local windows - - - but
their dollars for more ,m at
"austerity" conditions under which
In Switzerland she will spend, trip also includes Belgium. Holland
to the controversy just as there are
Pera,;
WELL DONE — AS USUAL
they'll manage all right due to the
things such as the Hobby br^u"
students will be traveling. They are time in Arosa, Montreux, Lausanne Paris, Switzerland, and Italy.
two reasons for joining it.
exp»rt coaching by campus profesIt's nice to be on the top of the heap.
club, etc. But gradually CfrhL
Bikes Go Too
The mercenary "Joe" figures "Ah
sionals - - That is the position which Bates unofficially occupies in
Milliken gals and Stu-C leade
r
Nikki Jones, Ca ol Jenkinson. and
Seems to be quite an epidemic of ha ! Here's my big chance to make bringing out the daredevil j „= srt
United titates debating circles since chalking up its uumarrcU
n
Phoebe Jones are traveling indepen- new cars around here - - - besides a fortune for nothing — that's for
aeries of wins in the national recorded debate tournament.
There
are
those,
besides
the
ri» |
f
dently and arc spending most o Lois there is Steve Feinberg wit1 me!" Those who have discovered
lhe large-scale recorded tourney was an experiment, a new
servative, skeptics who aren't t»
their time in the British Isles. his new land-yacht - - - and eve*! that "'All that glitters is not gold"
sun oi challenge to all, and especially to Bates.
They're taking their bikes with Mr Stattle with a new lowslung join for the thrilling social aspect.; tolerant. It may not be banntijL
U ell known for their background, preparation, and ready
Boston, but it is in Connecticut L,
them and hope to do a little travel- black job - - - can't understand it — good laughs — good time (over
adaptability in the usual "•face to face'' type of debate, the Bates
cause
the State government ty
ing on 'bikes around the country. when he's not the one with the py- coiTee and doughnuts that is).
they were missing a few taxes.
men appeared to be handicapped in a tourney which allowed
Mary Francis Turner will be with ramid clubs
ah, well.- I can al- The Old Story
Yes, it has certainly become 4,
all teams 24 hours to answer recorded speeches after they arthem for the first part of the sum- ways grease up the old roller
talk of the town and haTheoretically
they
say
EVERYrived through the mails. Competitors had all day to look up or
mer. They sail from Montreal on skates - - BODY has a chance to win. Are way to the headlines of XI-; pa]iP)
figure out answering arguments. It looked as though the faJune 22 on the S.S. Ascania and ar
Jerry Condon just stepped out for
you
as confused about it is we are? and feature stories of ''Time"jnj|
mous Cjuimby Institute training for on-the-spot give and take
rive :n Liverpool. They will spend a a minute on Mittheli House's roof
Weil,
through the conglomeration "Life" which you are invited A
could have little effect this time.
month in England visiting the Lake to greet old Sol and some joker
of circulating rumors, we've been browse through if it i- .till as clear I
But Bates went undefeated by the best teams the nation has
Country and Landsend on the locked him out
he had a good
to offer — a fine tribute to Brooks Cjuimby, whose excellence
Southern tip of England. In France case of Indian sunburn before same able to sort out from the muddle as mud.
Well, the sensible conservafc
that it works on a geometric prothey plan to visit Paris and Amiens window re-opened
as a debate coach we have recognized tor many years. To him
gression scale.
can insist it's a big time racket m
and from there go to Switzerland
Bates owes its consistently high reputation as a producer of
By the way - - - whenever you
One ambitious organizer traps hoodwink a pile of photographs d I
for two weeks. Before they leave in pass any college dorms within the
top-ranking debaters.
two
gullible innocents, persuade? Georgie Washington, but wouldn't |
August,
they
hope
to
take
in
the
Frank Chapman, Dick McMahon, Charles Radcliffe, and Bill
next few weeks, keep an eye peeled
them to shell out a dollar, and they $1900 come in mighty randy?
aMusic festival at Edinburgh.
Stringfellow are the men who did the debating in this tourna- - - seems that everything is takBob Jones sails June 25 from ing wings these days, and even inment. We are very proud of them — and of Bates — for the
Montreal and arrives in Southhamp- animate objects have been flying out
job they did.
ton for a few days before settling through the windows
in Paris. While in Paris he hopes
Eates is rapidly becoming the
THOSE CORNY ORCHIDS
to accomplish research work on Jean place the most people are go"Don't feel you have to give any editorial orchids to the old
Paul Sartre. He will leave from Liv ing away from which - - - Among
regime when you take over. Orchids are so corny !"
erpool around the first of Septen- the latest "separations" we find; Ed
The National Student Associa- example for the nation. The cos-1
That was the last thing Sue McBride told us betore leaving
ber.
tion's executive committee con- mittee pledged the efforts of itsitj.|
Burger
who
transferred
to
N.Y.U.
the print shop March 21. Her last issue was locked in the
cluded its three-day meeting at islative program to the support o
Gene Harris who just plain left
Invitations Extended
chases and ready for the press. She and Dick Michaels paused
and
Dave
Turkeltaub
who
is
Cleveland College April 3 by taking those aspects of the bill v'i
Alice Weber is sailing with her
at the door. Dick sawed on an invisible violin with an imagitemporarily at home with the local a firm stand against the dismissal of would affect education.
parents
from
New
York
July
22
for
nary bow and Sue turned unseen pages of music. Then they
college professors for membership
Capri which is her birthplace. campus malady
In connection with its disci..-!:!
left.
A
few
former
students
returnee'
in
the Communist party without ref- of segregation and discriminat::!
She plans to spend most of
It is not out of any sense of duty that we strew the orchids.
the summer there and extends a for a short visit - - - Among them erence to teaching ability.
the commttee also voted to recwl
We have worked on the paper with Sue for three years, and we
welcome to all Bates students who are Nancy Jepson. Monty MontAt tiie >aiiH- time, the committee, mend to its human relations cc:-|
think she deserves a few. She has been, in turn, a good headgomery, and old faithful Bernie Silmight be in Italy to drop in.
composed of the chairmen of NSA's mission a study of the problems c
writer, a good news editor, and a good editor-in-chief. Harry
va
Monty is staying with Mar"Don't you think prof was stretching his point a bit when he
Mary
Francis
Turner
will
be
in
27 regions throughout the country, discrimination in school sytems,ui
Jobrack otten said he wouldn't know what to do without her.
ilyn (Bisland) Cleveland over in
Geneva in August with her parents
empowered its national staff to in- that its area committees recomnrail
It was Sue's enterprise which enlarged the STUDENT to it> said we'd all be on Venus within the next ten years?"
Auburn - - - Biz .was married this
and
hopes
to
see
all
the
Bates
kids
vestigate
the dismissal and placing specific programs for the tlimia-l
present eight-column size, and it was Sue's good judgmeu.
winter to Dick Cleveland - - who might be in the area.
on probation of University of Wash- tiuii of discrimination and -egrigrl
which helped make this a better written and more newsy papc
Come next September there ought
ington professors and the firing of tion in the educational community!
than ever before. Under her editorship the STUDENT put oiii
to be a lot of stories and experiences sis that was going to be finished a professor at Oregon State College. The 289 NSA-member schools «ml
its first Freshman Week issue since before the war. The newto be told by Bates students who during the mid-semester vacation.
It also authorized the staff to con- asked to implement these prograsl
masthead and the large 75th anniversary issue of last January
By Bill Norris
will come back having seen their Bargaining Power
duct an investigatlbn of the expul- with the limitation imposed by local]
are further examples of Sue's initiative.
The kids are eagerly awaiting the sion of James Zarichny from Mich- conditions.
Cultural Heritage and Fine Arts
All the orchids cannot go to Sue, however. It was her policy
Mayoralty campaign — they're will- igan State College after the stall
courses come to life.
to take very little credit herself for the paper's merits. ^!u- is
Spring i- officially here. The word Cake Sale
ing to trade votes for a new supply has received a petition signed by 300 Academic Freedom
one who believes in and has made a success of teamwork.
is being passed around that SampPlans are underway for another making some nasty cracks about the if sand for the sandbox.
State College students.
In discussing its stand on aci-l
Acknowledgement must also be made to other seniors who sonville is once again organizing
There are TWO good typewritSampsonville Cake Sale in the base- outcome of the Sampsonville team
demic freedom, the committee stafl
have now left the staff. To Dick Michaels for two years of hair- their softball team. Seems to be ment of Chase Hall. There has been
ers "or sale in the housing unit, both Segregation In Capital
ed that, "This committee oppo-eil
in the intramural league. Would it
tearing over the bilateral symmetry and antithetical balance of some rumor of a merger with no definite date set yet, but it will
portables,
and reasonable priced; if
The committee voted unanimously with grave concern the present
I
be fair if the men's team had one
tlie front page make-up. To Carol Peterson, whose budget has Mitchell House — nothing definite. probably
take
place
sometime hand tied behind their back? Time interested see Richard Michaels and to support the bill in Congress to dency in the educational run
I
v\
e
.-till
have
one-half
of
our
onesomehow made the paper prosper financially. To Midge Harracial
segregation
in towards fhe negation of long
around the 20th of this month.
I
will tell. Anyhow, it sounds like lots he can give you further informa- eliminate
w(, punch of last year. (Ed Glanzthan for making us laugh when we felt like crying. To Shirley
tion
(No.
24
Garcelon
House).
Also
tiuWashington,
D.
C.
cducationa'
lisiied principles of academic frffl
Glad
to
note
that
Phil
Gordon
is
of
fun,
and
it
will
probably
be
the
Pease, who has managed the uninspiring but all-important job Lindy Blanchard.)
back from a short stay at the hos- last time a few of us will be able along this line, there is a large system, businesses, and other public dom. because of hysterical et*j
of getting the paper distributed each week. To Jo Cargil!, ArLast Thursday evening the gals
pital. He was floored'by an attack of to get together since Sampsonville quantity of good furniture for sale services in the nation's capital dis- gency
circumstances — nega»l
lene Fazzi, Jane Harrigan, Athena Tikelis, and June Gillespie got together for another of the lee- malaria. Mary Pctron had her ap- will lose about 55 per cent of its en at several of the graduating stu- crimination and segregation on the both in terms of the immediate »l
dents' apartments; those of you who basis of race, creed, color, national justice it produces and in ks ;<|
for years of indispensable cooperation as assistant newt editors ure series. Prof. Kendall spoke on
pendix taken out last week, but is rollment come graduation time.
and reporters.
'The Emotional Problems of Grow- in good condition now. Kay Cannon
are
anticipating living here next derivation or ancestry.
Understand that Gordon Johnston
manently damaging effects on
ng l"i>". According to Shirley John- was abed for a few days with a did a handspring without using Irs year may find it valuable to check
Yes, we'll send orchids to all. Sue — well deserved orchids.
Rep. Klein pointed out that the over-all fabric of our freedom 3|
ston, the next lecture will be held touch of intestinal grippe — she too hands in Coach Petro's class the on some of these sales. Phil! Gor- capital of a democracy should set ar learn."
April 21. the speaker will be Dr. is on the mend. That's the extent of other day — strong neck.
don can supply you with the name
GRAY HAIRS
It was customary at the prep school we attended for the Crowley. We understand that the our sick list — not counting a few
Financial Report: The Senseneys of the "merchants".
editor of the school paper to bequeath on v. lass Day the "gra\ Virnout lias been good up to date. juvenile runny noses.
and the Cannons were deep in the
The one warm day we had last
hairs of editorship" to the new chief scribe. In a less formal
intricacies of the Pyramid Club.
Get-Together
ICE CREAM
manner a revised administration of STUDENT editors has in- week brought all the children out tc
People are wondering of Harry
enjoy the sun. Diddly Cordon.
DRUGS
CHEMICAL$:|
The Ball and Chain Club is work- Williams finally got his driver's liherited with this issue the gray hairs of Sue McBride's staff.
Reopened
- Remodeled
Stisi
Larochelle,
Melody ing up plans for a get-together for cense after two weeks of "Get the
The figurative gray hairs stand for the responsibilities and 'Silly.
BIOLOGICALS
Parlor Open Daily
consequent worries of editorship. There are many. How many, Bonney. Sherry Webber. Lynn the club. As they stand now, plans kids out of the parking lot, Bar10 A M. to 10 P. M.
readers may imagine only when they realize that it takes 40 Bradbury, Alan Blanchard. Sandy call for a combination Swim and bara, I'm driving home". Norm Bu
CO-EDS!
4 Registered Pharmacist* I
Baker, Doreen Wiskup. Jimmy Doe Dance party at the "Y" in Au'burn. ker was fired and re-hired all in one
students some 150-man hours to produce one issue of the paper
Banana Splits - Sundaes
and I'eter and Terry McCarthy The committee is trying to get the week — since his job depends on
you are reading. It is the job of the editors and managers to
Just Received For
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
were all on our porch that after- gym for the night and see h" they the weather remaining cold, he's
56 Elm St
Lewiston
keep the wheels turning more or less efficiently from week to
noon. In all fairness to the children, can arrange a basketball game be- one person who smiles (almost
Easter
week.
Tel. 2-0885
Tel. 3-0031
I must say that there was a mini- tween the men and gals. Seems as sneers) when snow threatens-.
Our Job
Value
Priced
mum of fist-fights and hair-pulling. if some of the wives have been
Everyone is busy doing that theAs we see it, the most important overall responsibility of a
Tissue Faille
college newspaper transcends the level of reader appeal in the
way of gossip columns and humor. Our double-barreled prime
BLOUSE
responsibility is just this: 1, to report campus events and conwith a two-way
troversies in an accurate and unbiased manner in the news columns, and 2, with an eye to what we consider the best interests
neckline
of the college, to explain and comment on these happenings
honestly and intelligently in the editorial column
The degree to which the STUDENT measures up to this two$3.50
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Wed. and Thurs. - April 13 and 14 Thurs., Fri., Sat. - April 14, 15, 16
fold responsibility must determine the amount of right we have
"Amazing Mr. X"
RETURN OF FRANKENSTEIN
to take editorial initiative in college affairs or to criticize the
April 13, 14, 15, 16
Turhan Bey-Lynn Bari
jobs other people are doing around campus.
with Lon Chaney
From a plunging neck to a
"UNFAITHFULLY YOURS"
,EWIST0N
SABATTUS STREET
"Three Godfathers" - John Wayne
Everybody's Job
high neck \
SON OF DRACULA
- with Fri. and Sat. - April 15 and 16
But we have no corner on the gray hair market. Others —
with Lon Chaney
"Brothers
in the Saddle" - Holt
students, faculty, administration, alumni, and parents — have
Rex Harrison - Linda Darnell
"Boy With Green Hair"
Entire Week - April 17-23
the responsibility to point out our mistakes when they feel we
These dainty yet practical
Sun., Mon., Tues. - April 17, 18, 19
Pat O'Brien-Dean Stockwell
are wrong, to let us know when they think we are right, to conJOAN
OF
ARC
blouses
are versatile and
Sun. and Mon. - April 17 and 18
tribute their thoughts to the general exchange of opinion on
"MY DREAM IS YOURS"
- starring becoming.
'"Duke Chicago"
Tom Brown
this page.
- with Ingrid Bergman
'Every Girl Should Marry"
Letters to the editor are always welcome. We shall try to
Jack Carson - Doris Day
Cary Grant
(Roadshow Prices)
print as many of them as are based on facts. All letters must
Colors include whites, pink,
be signed to appear in print.
lilac and lime.
In order to broaden the range of opinions expressed on this
For That . . .
page we also hope from time to time to call on specific members
EVENING SNACK
of the college community to contribute "guest editorials". NeiSizes 32 to 38
ther these nor letters to the editor, however, should be construed as necessarily reflecting the views of the STUDENT.
On the contrary, their purpose will often be to set forth the
Three minutes From Campus
"She's well dressed . . . she buys her
"indispensable opposition";
95 ELM ST.
It is the job of the editors to bear most of the responsibiliSPORTSWEAR
clothes at WARD BROS."
ties connected with this newspaper. But some of the responsiPECK'S NEW
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
bility for a vital and constructive editorial page must necesSECOND FLOOR
sarily fa" to the readers. Everybody should have a few gray
Phone 2-5612
hairs.
By Midge Harthan
Ii all the Bates students who are
overseas this summer would shoot
up a flare some night at the same
moment, quite a few lights would
be flickering all over the continent.
"Meet me in Paris" is as possible
as "see you in the Hold))" for these
traveling Batesinians.

also the most inclusive. Nancy Nor
ton-Taylor, Midge Harthan and Rae
Stillman will be among the 1400
sailing June 30 on the Dutch transport ship Volcndam. They will be
overseas until August '31 returning
from Rotterdam on the Volendam
and arriving in New Yoik September 11.

r
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NSA Takes Stand Against Dismissals!
If Based Only On Party Membership

News From Sampsonville

GEORGE ROSS

R. W. CLARK CCU

PECKS

THEATRES

EMPIRE

STRAND

A Hamburger is a Hamberger is a
Hamburgar is a Hambergar.

AUBURN

COOPER'S

^~*1

The Marvin Hotel Lounge

WARD
WA

Ray's I.G.A. Store

Terry Scanlon

Six Feet of
Scintillating Songstress
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THREE

lates Pastimers Open With Colby
)n Saturday In Exhibition Game
By Ralph Cate
No one. however, denies Bud Por-ports fans, the Bates Bot>- ter's capabilities behind the plate;
»ball team "ill soon take ac- but unless he wields an unusually
'
Garcelon field as they at- potent stick at the plate, he may
pi" tack ,llc ears °f ,he have to watch Norm carry the buri;':.""o
ga|es this Saturday in an ex- den of the load.
* game. The players ha^c
At the initial sack it has boiled
' ^rl-Mie out under Coach down to a duel between Dick Scott,
. .•■ Pond's able direction fo- who served as a relief last year!
" j wee|£S and look about ready and Bill Cuimane. who was romping
ba
over left field. At second it seems
W»1,3,1!,"""for the
, different
,-a
.
posi- as if the weight of responsibility
. .,. •.ecu close and in some will rest on either Wimpy LaRoare in doubt. The pircli- chelle or John Houston with Wimi',|11 catching duties are pretty py holding a slight edge at the mof a"
ed, as of the present. The ment. At short it is definitely Shirj drf" ;ri ,tcnln
;...,« of
P
8 department ley Hamel. probably the best in|y he Wayne Lago who fielder on the club. At third it looks
Jwwn well i" spring practice like Nick Valoras starting willlooks in top form. Dave steady Jim O'Connell ready to fill
I ought to be ready to work his in at a moment's notice.
ih( iiio.ind chores when
The outfield appears to lie the
state series contests most settled situation n the team.
u
round. The hurling squad will In left will undoubtedly find hard
Lfcquately assisted by "Slim" working Hod Record covering the
fLffvilfc •""' a newcomer, Fred turf. In center field Ralph Perry
ho -in>ws promise.
sboud be invaluable both as a hitter
r. ,'nc oilier half of the battery and fielder. The righ* field post rests
Lle loom- a close race between securely in the grasp of Ted CoshL\l Parent and Bud Porter. mear who has shown well in the
L^l's bie bat is sorely needed in warm-up tilts. All in ail the fighttfondmen's offense and could ing Bobcat nine should have a lot
ence between victory of hustle, so try to be at the opener
d l#til '" severa' encounters. Saturday.
I

Frosh Tangle With Edward Little
As Season Opens This Afternoon

v::.

By Bob Creamer

j4*0€€Kct

tfatceloK

forth Topples Mitchell in Annexing
itle; Managers Plan Softball Loop
By Al Dunham

Intramural basketball play. Ned's
li scrtl'Py group of North bas- 5 points, -well placed, coupled with
his superb boardwork and team
allers downed a smooth-wor,
play, were major factors in North'3
Miteheil quintet 43-36 at the
victory. Captain-Coach Nick Valainni Gym before an audience of loras, Don Russell, Don Davis, and
two hundred fans on Wed- Bill Seaiies joined "Hamey" and
iy night ibefore vacation, to Ned in the scoring column, each
gome the Intramural Basketball contributing to the team work
which produced the win. Stan
lips of the 1948-49 season. The
Ladd, Al Ross, and Bruce McClem^llege Street forces entered the ent also put in some fine floorfavorites due in part to work for the Northerners, thus
Hr commendable 7 and 0 record rounding out the line.up.
ng tbe second-half play, and to
Dick Hartman and Paul Williams
rib's unimpressive 3 and 4
nding. However ,the first round came up with their usual good per
ianers were "up" for the game formances for Mitchell House, scor1 proceeded to turn the tide, and ing 11 anil 10 points respectively.
Bill Cunnane contributed 6 other
bture The Horn.
points to the losing cause, while
.The game was, a nip and tuck af- Jerry Condon, Cal Jordan, and
t&roughout the first half with Herb Livingstone were putting up
Itchcll on top 23-22 at the sound- 3 markers apiece. In addition to the
I o! the first twenty-minute buz- sharp-shooting of the two forwards.
! riie last half, however, was a Herb Livingstone's floorwork was
pnt story altogether with the worthy -of note, and mention here.
tenters outscoring the losers
The Most Honorable Mayor RobSbirl Hamel. the Yankees'
ert
Corish presented the coveted
rang forward, put up an imHrive 22 points in the game's trophy, The Horn, to the winners
ta'.ion. scoring 12 of them, just at tbe completion of the fracas. In■ short of Mitchell's total during cidentally, the fine glass-panelled
casing which now houses The Horn
e second half, in that same time.
is a very much appreciated gift from
lie reckoned in the spotlight,
tbe Student Council. The officiating
| - with Hamel, is Ned Noel.
of the evening was ably performed
i game at guard was one of
by Coaches Petro and Huether.
Ml played by him, and one of
Thus, another extremely successstellar back-teourt performptes seen in this past season of ful Intramural basketball season is
wrapped up, with only the memories, and records, remaining. The
Intramural Management wishes to
thank all parties concerned for any
EAT AT

Golf Team Preparing
For Opener On Nay 5th

By Art Hutchinson
Although Carmel, Maine, claims
his birthplace, Hal Moores has
spent most of his, life in South
Portland. Hal was a graduate of
South Portland High School, class
at M7. Hal tended to his studies in
high school, but he still found
plenty of time to participate in
fooflball, baselbaH, and track, winning letters in all three sports in
both his junior and senior years.

If the weather allows, this afternoon should pry the lid off the
Bates spring sports schedule. The
Frosh are slated to meet Edward
Little in what will be the first game
for both clubs. The varsity gets underway against Colby „„ Saturday
in an exhibition game which will
not figure in the final state standHal came quietly to Bates after
ings.
his
graduation and decided to fore* * *
go football in order to concentrate
Next year's basketball season
on studies. However, he soon beshould find the Bates gym comcame so restless that he went out
plete with glass bacKboards. A
for cross-country.
new rule change makes them
Hal was one of the mainstays of
mandatory for collegiate games.
last year's ifreshman team, running
The boards have been employthe 600 and 1000 indoors and the
ed widely in the last few years
880 outdoors. He also found time
and their use everywhete will
to win his freshman numerals in
perhaps cut down sornewhat
baseball as well as track.
the differences encountered in
This year, Hal won his varsity
playing on various courts. Anletter on the cross-country team.
other rule enacted at the same
Then, in winter track, he fulfilled
time establishes the moulded
all the prophecies made of him
ball as the only one officially
during his freshman year. He set
recognized for games but this
does not go into effect immea New Hampshire meet record in
diately in order to give teams
the 600 and a meet record in the
,1000 againsit Colby and Bowdoin.
and stores a chance to get rid
of their stocks of old balls.
Hal has already passed his men* * *
tal exams for West Point and is
North upset the experts by now waiting for the results of bis
emerging victorious over Mitchell physicals. If he gets into West
in their intramural play-off. All year Point. Hal will have fulfilled an
North managed to be impressive i.i
the " clutch which should be tli'1
mark of a good ball club.
* * *

•

Hal Moores
ambition he has had since granimer School. If he stays at Ba.es,
Hal will major in math, even
though an army career is what he
really desires.
But West Point or not, Hal still
has this spring to run for the Garnet. Always in condition, Hal has
been training hard for this spring's
workout on the cinder paths. Yon
can be pretty sure that his Ions;
smooth stride will bring both him
and Bates many victories in the
880.

TO. /t. /t.

Tennis practice has been going on in the gym and by now.
a couple of the courts are about
ready for action - - - the baseball candidates braved the elements last Saturday as they
held a squad game in spite of
the chilling wind - - - track
preparation has started again
and as usual there is a lack of
depth. The squad would welcome any man who feels he may
have talent in this line.

By N. Norton-Taylor

assignment of a member to each
dorm to take charge of (Taming
The New Board-Old Board banslips and posting notices.
quet in the Union last week marked
Plans are underway for another
the end of a successful year under
snlash party at the "Y", a Hare
Janie
Brown's presidency. Our
and Hounds chase, and the play
thanks and congratulations for the day with U. of Maine and Colby.
wonderful job she's done.
Saturday afternon was a tense one
The new board held its first busi- for the seven girls taking the basness meeting with Max Hammer ketball officials' tests. Jane Brown,
presiding. Xew members of the Marilyn Roth. Barb Chick. Barfc
Srhenck, Jo Osterheld, Elaine Anboard arc: Boo Chandler, vice-presinas, and Holly Hollingsworth all
dent;Ruth Martin, treasurer; Butch passed either the local or national
Dcming, secretary; Betty Daniels ratings. Our congratulations to
and Nancy Norton-Taylor, senior these girls for their good job and
representatives: Jane Kendall, town hard work throughout the basketgirls' representative: Carol Goddard ball season. Thanks to the two
and Gladys Bovino, sophomores; teams who served as guinea pigs
Larch Foxoii and Robbie Fletcher, Saturday afternoon.

and all assistance which they have
given. They wish also, to congratulate this year's Championship North
squad, and commend the team players and managers of the other dorm
aggregations for the fine brand ot
ball that was played.
. .
A word might be said here in re- freshmen.
just a reminder: Training starts
gards to the coming softball season.
First
job
of
the
new
board
was
again
this week.
Plans are in the advance stages of
development. A short meeting of
the team and Intramural managers
was held Monday to iron out problems in regards to the play. The
beginning of the schedule is awaiting the onset of daylight saving
time, and the schedules will be postNEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT
ed m the dorms this week. There L
even more room on Garcelon iFcld
274 MAIN STREET
for spectators than in the gym, so
LEWISTON, MAINE
we hope that the fine rooter continPHONE 3-0431
gent which followed basketball will
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau - Edrick J. Thibodeau
be increased, and that all of them
will 'be coining over to the field to
cheer on their favorite teams.

By Gil Meissner

Although there has as yet been nc
formal meeting, plans are tentatively being formulated for the coming
golf season. Several logical candidates for places on this year's squad
have already tourned the fairways
and rough in attempts to polish
up their fgame, but the recent onslaught of rain and wet weather
has put a severe crimp in getting
together any kind of organized
schedule for practice rounds.
There are four and possibly five
regulars returning from the 1948
Bates sixsome, which should provide a sound nucleus around which
this year's club can be built. Dick
Stern. Fen Winslow. Dave Green,
and Al Kneeland are the holdovers
from last season, with Hy Berry a
posiblc entry depending on his recovery from ;•. recent concussion.
Dick, Fen and Dave have all been
out on the local courses twice since
the sprir.e vacation. They were also
able to get in a few swings while
at home, where more favorable me
torological
conditions
prevailed
Other possible choices for the squad
include Dana Jones and Mai Leslie,
but little has been heard from any
other candidates for posts at this
time.
Unless something unforeseen developes. it is assumed that all home
matches this year will be held at
Martindale as in previous season. At
tiii» point there are only temporary
greens available for use there, how
ever.
Tbe other clubs around the
Maine loop stand something like
this. Bowdoin has Gene McNab,
last year's New F.ngland Intercollegiate winner, on a transfer from
Maine. This automatically strengthens the Polar Bears and weakens
the Pale Blue. Colby is an unknown
factor right now. as is the Maine
Annex. Only time and the weather
man will be able to answer the
question of how well the Garnet
men will fare this year.
A meeting is planned for sometime this week when more definite
arrangements will be made, including the election of a captain, probable playing site, and the arrangements for transportation. Bate.opens its quest for the Maine golf
crown May 5th with an at-home
match with Colby, the first of seven
title this year.

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE
NOW

UNDER

NEW

MANAGEMENT

Orchestra
Every Night

Those
few and
baseball
perils of

with Stan Ladd at short form an
effective combination around the
warm and sunny days are
far between but freshman keystone sack. On the hot corner,
goes on, undaunted by the Jack Wcttlaufer has the nod and is
an excellent looking prospect.
nature.
No definite outneld has been determined, but will probably be drawn
from Putnaim, Hammer, Azinger.
Berquist, Sevigny, and Harris. The ■
latter is equally capable on the
mound and in the infield. Brockleman. Phillips and Neibcrt are working out at various positions and
these boys round out the squad.

Iry Huether is gradually rounding
out his squad that has all the aspects of a potent club. The pitching
staff has plenty of speed and depth.
Larry Quinrby, lanky court star,
looks quite impressive. McAuliffe, a
clever southpaw, will undoubtedly
see action, along with Harty. Gardner, Dudas and Reuben. The two
leading catchers at the present are
Berry and Dudley, both as equally
at home behind the plate as on the
basketball court.

The opening game is this afternoon with Edward Little providing
the opposition and Huether is praying for lots of sunshine. His boys
haven't had much opportunity to
display- their wares out of doors so
this game should be a real test of
their potential power.

A tentative infield has been
drawn up and they seem ^to be a
smooth working outfit. Art Kocni?
is holding down first with Fred
Doughs at second. The latter along

Piece 7*9*
Ed Leede and Ernie Vanderweghe also showed to advantage. A big disappointment was
Tony Lavelli who. after caging
his initial patented hook shot,
looked rather dismal.

By Joel Price
A week ago Saturday a Bates
delegation of sixteen witnessed the
annual East-West collegiate all-star
game in Madison Square Garden
Featured were no less than five first
team Alt-American nominees, Fd
Macaulcy of St. Louis, Alex Groz.
of Kentucky. Vern Gardner of
Utah. Ralph Beard of Kentucky,
and Tony Lavelli of Yale, and two
second team choices, Wall Wah
Jones of Kentucky and Ernie Van
derweghe of Colgate. The remaining thirteen players were named to
their respective conference teams.

For the West. Vern Mikkelsbn of
Harr.linc was the most noteworthy
performer, walking away with high
scoring honors for the evening with
!7 points. "Easy" Ed Macauley w?-,
just that, as he showed the facility
that earned him so many national
honors. Notre Dame's Leo Barnhorst and Vern Gardner looked impress ive. Slater Martin from Texas
was a true ball handling wizard.
Cliff Crandall of Oregon State,
Paul Courty of Oklahoma University. Bill Evans of Drake, Bob Harrison of Michigan and John Parks
of Oklahoma A & M all gave evidence of their many "hardwood"
abilities. It was indeed a great contest for the spectators who liked
polished basketball sprinkled with
plenty of variety and mixed with
plenty of thrills.

The two ten-man squads put
on an excellent exhibition before a capacity throng of better
than 18,000 hoop fans. The
East, coached .by Kentucky's
Adolph Rupp, edged the Western
aggregation, tutored by Utah's
Vadal Peterson, 65-64. Much as
we felt it unfair for four Kentucky men to be selected for
the game, we had to admit that
Captain Alex Groza, voted the
most valuable player award,
Ralph Beard. Wah Wah Jones,
and Cliff Barker put on a fine
show, tallying 40 of the East's
65 counters. Of the remaining
six players. Pep Saul of Seton
Hall, a deadly set shot, seemed
to fit in best with the Kentucky
outfit. The pass work of St.
John's Bick McGuire was scintillating, especially on lead passes to Groza and Beard. Tulane's
Warren Perkins, Dartmouth's

Bill Simpson was selected on
the second team of the Coaches'
All-New England quintet and
also the Boston Herald-Traveler combination. Undoubtedly
Bill would deservingly have
been accorded a position among
the first five were it not for the
fact that the Bobcats did not
have a Boston engagement
during the past season. The majority of the pollsters are clustered in that metropolis.

Fountain Specials ...
IN COOL
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AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
LEWISTON, MAINE

162 LISBON STREET
Tel. 2-6422

How much fiM/ can you cram into a record?

\FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN

Hear

RESTAURANT

musical kidding in
"SUNFLOWER
(an RCA Victor Release)

Van Heusen
Pastel Color Shirts
French Cuff or Regular

and you'll know!
You'll have a lot of fun with Ray
McKinley, his band and his vocalist
serving up a platterful of "corn" for
your listening and dancing pleasure.
Yes! Ray knows about musical pleasure—and smoking pleasure, too! As
Ray beats it out on his drums —
"Camels are a great cigarette—they're
mild and full-flavored!"

ttovtAf/£P con a cigarette be?
Smoke Camels for 30 days — and you'll know!

$3.95
V
A

place setting costs as
[7i5 $24-50 including 20% FedPatterns by Towie, InternaGorham,

11 Different Colors

In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and
women who smoked only Camels for 30 days —an
average of one to two packs a day — noted throat specialists, after making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION

Reed ft Barton,

DUE TO SMOKING

* * Wallace at $24.50 place ut(t«* included).

**Pert Watch Repairing

fnstone-Osgood Go.
w

ElERS - SILVERSMITHS

f^ Street

TeL 4-5241

r RANK'S
STORE

205 MAIN STREET

FOR

MEN

LEWISTON

..
sm
/ (C
/
r 'at Camel mildness lor yourself in your own
lAfonty-.iiacfc ,jualattie4>. -f.ZamA." T for taste. T for throat. If, at any
time, you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you've ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and you will receive its full" purchase price,
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winsion-Salem, North Carolina.

Lewiiton, Maine

A
HEALTHY
DIET

THENEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

PHONE 83356
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In Names. Winners
In Garnet Quiz

Prexy Speaks On North Sampson Talks
Atlantic Pact, Activities Holy Week Chapel
A speech at the anuual dinner
meeting of the Bangor Chamber of
Commerce and another at the weekly luncheon of the Augusta Kiwanis
Clirb were given by Pres. Phillips
during spring vacation.
Urges Extra-Curricular Activities
Dr. Phillips, speakfcig at the weekly luncheon of the Augusta Kiwanis
Club at the Augusta House, stated
that although classroom participation is the most important single
item, students "should engage in extra-curricular activties as well.
The great majority of our colleges
claim that they are in the business
of training leaders for tomorrow
and will point to a classToom program as the way to do this.
Dr. Phillips said that classToom
. program alone trains few leaders.
In addition to intellectual capacity,
leaders must develop such characteristics as decisiveness, willingness to accept responsibility, and
persuasiveness which can be encouraged through student government
activities, debating, athletics, and
other extra-curricular events.
Debating aids people in becoming efficient in making decisions.
Workng on a student governing
board trains a person to accept responsibilities. A program of training leaders calls for a balance be
tween curricular and extra-curricular activities so that all the necessary characteristics can be developed.
Si-pport Of North Atlantic Pact
Full support of the American
people for the North Atlantic Pact
was urged by Dr. Phillips at the
annual dinner meeting of the Bangor Chamber of Commerce, April 6.
He stated that we have obtained
our prescnl-day position because
our citizens are free to think, to believe, and to work largely as they
please, but today our basic freedoms
are being attacked both from inside

and outside the country.
He pointed out that the internal
attack is from people who fail to
understand that we will lose our
traditional freedoms by adopting
central government direction of ou ■
economy.
Russia, who leads the external attack on our freedoms, is most important. The Russians don't believe
that our society can exist alongside
their totalitarianism and are seeking to expand the area which they
control.
In discussing the Pact, Dr. Phillips made it clear that it is not a
declaration of war, but h should,
make it clear to the Russians that
we intend to preserve our freedom;.
"The Pact shows." concluded Dr.
Phillips, "that the nations of the
world are gradually learning the
significance of Benjamin Franklin's
remark: 'We must indeed all hanp
together or most assuredly we shall
all hang separately'."
Purchase Card Plan
(Continued from page two)
House. In Boston: Richard Clothing Co. (men's clothes), 10%; Yolands
(women's shoes),
15%:
Green's Luggage Shop, 20%; Boylston Camera Exchange. 20%: Kay's
Newport (women's shoes and accessories), 15%; J. August (men's
clothes); J. F. Brine (sporting
goods); Ada Bullock's Restaurant,
Diane Christine (women's cloth
ing) Economy Watch Co.; Eddy's
Cleansers; Stephen Farrell Cravat
Co.; Joe Foster Co. (shoes); General Appliance Co.; Johnson Printing Co., (stationery): Kupersmith
(florist); Samuel Marcus -(stationery): Paul's shoes; Penn the Florist; C. C. Peters (general appliances): Renmore. Inc. (women's
clothing); University Typewriter
Exchange.

The winners of the Chesterfield
Contest have been announced by
Steven Feinberg, who reports a
10 per cent response to the contest.
The first ten with the correct
answers, earning cartons of Chesterfields, were Gerald Anderson,
Charles Clark, Dorothy Wood, John
Green, Charlotte Booth, Chester
Morse, Judith Hawkins, Ruth Whittier, Sandra Speer, and Barbara
Mason.
A new contest will be announced
in the May "Garnet". Feinberg announced that positively no entries
will be accepted unless left in his
mailbox at Chase Hall.

The first in a series of religious
chapel programs during Holy Wook
opened Monday morning with a
short address by Mr. Sampson on
the origin of certain Lenten observances. He explained how the date
of Easter was set up by Pope
Gregory I to fall on the first Sunday after the first full moon after
the Vernal equinox.
Mr. Sampson also spoke of the
significance of the Jewish Passover
feast in relationship to the celebration of Easter. The services opened
and closed with hymns appropriate
to the season, then while the assemDebates
bly remained seated Mr. Sampson
(Continued frt>m page one)
recited the Lord's Frayer.
sent to a single judge who played
the entire debate and rendered his
decision.
The Bates debates were judged
by such nationally known experts
as Dr. H. J. EWbank of the University of Wisconsin, Dr. Richard Mur. The Rev. Edgar Fehlau, pastor of phy of the University of Illinois,
Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church, and Dr. Charles Lomas of the Uniled chapel services last Wednesday versity of California at Los Angeles.
morning. Mr. Fehlau declared that Recordings On File
The recordings are all kept on
the Church is only as strong as the
foundation it is built upon. He as- file at Texas Christian University
serted that the foundation of the and are available to any of the col
Church is the Bible and truths re- leges. The Bates debaters were thus
vealed therein. "'When this part of able to play part of their debate
the Bible is denied and that part with DePaw University to the Camquestioned," Pastor Fehlau declared, bridge debaters who were on camp"the whole structure of the Church us before vacation. The Bates men
is undermined." Mr. Fehlau confess- are especially proud of this debate
ed his faith in the Gospel and in since DePauw has been victorious
Christ crucified, as the only true in the big Mid-west tourneys this
means to salvation. He asked that winter and a win over that team,
we as students should not be asham- which also stood high in the naed of Christ and his Gospel and tionals last year, is an unusual
quoted John 3:16 to show that God achievment.
The Bates debaters were praised
was not ashamed of mankind.

Rev. Fehlau Says Bible
Is Church Foundation

Norris-Hayden Laundry
For INSTANT
MODERN DRY CLEANERS

Taxi Service

By Wire

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

huskg styling
in a rich
new /tone

Hugh Penny

Marionettes Present
"Young Buffalo Bill"

'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

.

.

Bus Service

.

.

Carroll Cut Rate
Cosmetics

Toilet Supplies

AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

"We Are Never Undersold"

INCORPORATED

Agent: Marge Lemka

Fordham University
1 SCHOOL OF LAW

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET
AM AOVUTUD IN
CcJIier'i «nd PIC

Courtesy

Quality

SHOiS

10B

Mi*

Gibbs secretarial training gives
college women "early-bird"
start toward a satisfying business
career. For illustrated catalog
write College Course Dean.

KATHARINE GIBBS
230 Pltk Avt.. NEW YORK 11
51 LSupKiw St..CHICAGO II

SO Mirlbo/oulh St. BOSTON : I
IS5 Ani.ll St.. PROVIDENCE I

"I like Chesterfield's
MILDER, better taste
It's MY cigarette."

One Stop

$7.95 and S8.95

COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE'

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

NEW YORK
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course
'O- EDUCATIONAL
Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College Graduates and present full transcript of
College record.
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 26, 1949
For furtner information address
Registrar Fordham University
School of Law
102 Broadway. New York 7, N. Y.

Service

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best

UHt^ Ca/nfe\
■*e«'\»)«*k,

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church
87 Lisbon St.

. . . to . . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

STARRING IN

"FLAMINGO ROAD
A MICHAEL CURTIZ PRODUCTION
RELEASED BY WARNER BROS.

Bates '24
Lewiston, Me.
Take Your
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XOKTHEASTERX UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

CLEANING and LAUNDERING
• To Our Main St. Store
Convenient To The Campus

Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration — Sept. 12 to 14, 1949
Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800
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PALA ROOA

JOY INN
ERNIE'S MARKET
Closest Spot to Campos
Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders
Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

STECKINO HOTEL

Dm* u DANCE
Orchestra Fri. ft Sat. - 8-12
No Cover - No Minimum

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD
STEAKS - CHOPS

Our Stock of
BASEBALL EQUIPMENT
. . . both Professional and Amateur ... is Now Complete.
Better Quality for Less at Sears

PIZZA PIES
. Phone 4-4041
TeL 4-4151

FINE FOODS

177 Main St.

Lewiston

Boston Tea Store
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.
Fancy

Groceries

mttptfkd*

and

Contectionery
Tel. 4.8.W2

249 Main St.

TeL 2-7351
79 Lisbon St

Tel. 4-6459

Built smart and stout for
proud service, this St the
preferred color ton* for
your brown, blue and gray
suitings. Com* in, try OS
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DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

CLEANSERS * FURRIERS

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
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203 COLLEGE STREET
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Rev. Louis M. Brehant
the United Baptist Chu"ch Pfcto,,
of ,
iston. was the speaker. Ret . **•
the title of the Negro Spiri^J
Brehaut asked the question. -411
You There When Thev r 3
My Lord?" He said th„ QJJI
still suffering for us !>eeaU5, ?T
the greed and selfishness --"^
world today. Many p«-opl<. a *M
lotypes of those who were fl,"*
sible for the crucifixion 0f (V*'
As long as greed continues t0
Christ will continue to 5.jB *** I
concluded.

Dr. Lee Chestnut, nuclear fission
expert from the General Electric
Attending this preliminary pro- Company, was the chapel speaker
gram were Dr. and Mrs. Sawver, Friday. He discussed the uses and
Prof. Carroll, Dr. D'Alphonso, and manifestations of atomic energy.
Mr. Fairfield.
He pointed out that there are two
Dr. Phillips also attended the types of bofi*8, the Uranium bomb,
meeting of the New England Col- which was used in Japan and which
lege Presidents at the University has short-lived radio-activity and
Club April 2 and spoke that even- the Plutonium bomb with its ling
ing at the dinner meeting of Bates cring radio-activity The latter is'the
Alumni of the greater Boston Area. more recent, and is synthetically
Mr. Waring presented a
organ
'music from 7 untilil «»,
g
produced, the speaker said.
Following the organ prelude."Q^
Dr. Chestnut also (mentioned the cred Head Now Wonndef ^
use of nuclear energy in the treat- Bach, there were the singh^ *» i
ment of cancer. However, he stated hymn and the invocation The uj
that its effectiveness depends upon then presented the hr-t .a.fn
the amount of radiation, the type oi of the cantata. The ofcri Ptafe
The Suzari marionettes arc com- use, and where the use is directed.
taken and Rev. Brch;aut ,poke. At !
ing to Lewiston May 16. They will
present "Young Buffalo Bur™ at the
Nuclear energy is also being used his talk the choir sang
City Hall at 3:45 p. m for children to generate energy in place of coal, verges of ''Stabat Mater". R,.V « :
and adults. Tickets can be pur- oil. and water. Dr. Chestnut said, haut gave the benediction and ft"
chased for 30c each.
citing a pilot plant already set up in service ended with the posflj,
"Fugue in E Flat" by Bach.
The program will be authentic in New York state. In a few years nuclear
power
will
be
available
in
Soloists were .Marilyn Deston
historical detail with a folk music
background^ There will be covered those areas where power is scarce, prano: Mariorie Nickerson, t*.
wagons, cowboys, Indians and othc.- although this new power will not be tralto; Roi ert Smith, tenor;
teiics of the Old West on the stage. used as a complete substitute, the Dana Williams, baritone.
speaker declared.
The service was the final prop*
Sampsonville mothers are urged
After the chapel program Dr. in the University of Lift sponsor^ I
to take their little ones to the show.
Young children must be accom- Chestnut gave an illustrated lecture by the Lewiston-Auburn Council J
panied by adults and all are wel- for physics and chemistry majors in Churches which has been held em, |
Sunday evening during Lent.
the Carnegie building.
come.

LEWISTON — MAINE

BATES
HOTEL

E. Parker Hall

G. E. Atomic Expert
Visits Campus Friday

Open 7 A. M. to Midnight
7 Days A Week

.

BLACK
CHERRY"

COLLEGE SERVICE

for their victory by an editorial in
a recent issue of the Lewiston SunJournal: "Bates has always been
famous for its debaters, but the past
year has been one of its most successful."
A Bates team was also recently
proclaimed state champions.

The preliminary part of the midcentury convocation devoted to the
Social Implications of Scientific
Progress was held at MIT. March
31-April 1st.

day, April 10, at 7 p. m T,
College Choir, under the nL^'*1
of Mr. Peter Waring. n.n£>
sacred cantata, "Stabnt \fa,e,

George Disnard

N

195 Lisbon St.

F.ich speaker was allowed ten
minutes for his main speech and
five minutes for cross examination
or rebuttal.

Dr. and Mrs Phillips represented^
the college at the inauguration of
A capacity crowd attended the
James Phyne Killian, Jr. as president of the Massachusetts Institute PaJm Sunday service which wa-,
of Technology, April 2, at Cam- hcid in the Bates Chapel on Sunbridge, Mass.

4-4066
Radio Cabs

Agents

Laconia High, defeated this year
in the preliminaries, has still maintained a two-leg edge on the cup
awarded to the first team winning
three times. Sanborn Seminary and
Manchester each has one-leg.
The proposition for the debate
was, Resolved: That the Unjted Nations now be Revised into a Federal World Government. Each team
had an affirmative and negative
team debating in each of the two
rounds.
Prof. Quimby, de'bating coach,
started an innovation here by arranging for only one person to
judge each debate.

Choir Renders Canta^
In Palm Sun. Vesper

Call

Reasonable Rate*
Cash or Charge Basis

Manchester Central High took
first place in the competition held
here last Friday for the Secondary
School De'bating Championship of
New Hampshire. Diane West of
Lebanon High received best speaker
award in the debates, held under the
auspices of the Bates Interscholastic Debate League.
Dover High was a close second
in the competition which also in
eluded Lebanon High and Sanborn
Seminary.

Prexy Represents Bates
At NIT Inauguration

MAKING SANDWICHES
Selling All Beverages

Efficient Work and

FLOWERS

Manchester High
Wins NH Debates

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St, LewUton
fi** tXM^or « urm, To«eo Co.

Lewiston

